
GDV PREVENTION
WHAT IS GDV?

Gastric Dilation and Volvulus (GDV) is also known as bloat, stomach torsion or twisted
stomach.  It can result in death in as little as two to three hours so is a true emergency.
The stomach dilates with gas and is eventually so dilated that it twists trapping the gas in
and stopping its own blood supply in one movement.  Because it is so dilated, it presses
on the diaphragm inside the chest making it difficult for the dog to breath.  The dilated
stomach  also  squashes  the  large  vessels  that  pass  through  the  abdomen  which
significantly reduces blood flow to the other internal organs and back to the heart.

WHAT ARE THE SIGNS OF GDV?

• distension of the abdomen (especially over a short period of time)
• loss of appetite
• frequent retching 
• abdominal pain
• distress, panting
• collapse

WHAT WILL HAPPEN IF MY DOG GETS GDV?

If you suspect your pet has GDV, you need to ring your vet immediately.  There is no
treatment  options  that  you  can  do  at  home.   TREATMENT  IS  INTENSIVE  AND
EXPENSIVE AND WITH NO GUARANTEE THAT WE CAN SAVE YOUR PET.  THIS
CONDITION IS VERY OFTEN FATAL.

• X-rays to confirm
• fluid therapy to decrease shock
• decompression of the stomach via a stomach tube and/or needle directly into the

stomach
• a variety of medications depending on the individual case
• surgery to correct the torsion which can also require removal of the spleen and/or

part of the stomach
• referral to a specialist emergency centre in Melbourne

These are emergency procedures, time is precious.  You should think about this particular
“What if” before it happens and know whether this is something you will want to proceed
with and can afford,  a tough thought but it is far better to not have to make this decision in
the matter of minutes under extreme stress whilst your dog is potentially dying in front of



you.

WHAT CAN I DO TO PREVENT GDV?

Breed that are particularly predisposed to GDV are the deep chested breeds
• Great Danes are very high risk
• German Shepherds
• Saint Bernards
• Dobermans
• Weimeranas
• Irish Setters
• Labradors

It is important to be particularly vigilant in these breeds.  

Methods to help prevent GDV include:
• dividing food into more than one meal per day so that the stomach is not filling right

up
• making sure your pet eats slowly so they are not gulping lots of air with the food.  If

they  do  eat  fast  a  “go  slow”  bowl  (of  which  there  are  a  number  available)  is
recommended to prevent this

• do not exercise your pet for half an hour before or after their meal.  Exercise causes
increased movement of the stomach and can cause torsion

• do not allow your pet to drink large volumes of water at meal times
• elective surgery (called a gastropexy) to pin your dogs stomach to the abdominal

wall so that it is unable to twist.  This will not prevent bloat but dramatically reduces
the risk of the stomach rotation which is the action more likely to lead to death.

If you have any further questions regarding this condition or your pet in particular, please
contact the clinic on 53811996.


